
Felicity and Andrew’s Luxury Destination Wedding at the Westin Golf Resort & Spa Playa Conchal, 

Costa Rica 

 

Felicity and Andrew are an incredibly charismatic and well travelled couple with an immense love and 

passion for glorious tropical locales. When planning their wedding, they dreamt of a tropical paradise 

destination filled with lush vibrant plant life, wildlife and beaches. Robust and astonishing tropical 

forestry, wildlife and beaches encompass Costa Rica; one of Central America’s shining jewels. The 

Westin Golf Resort & Spa Playa Conchal beautifully highlights these extraordinary and distinctive 

trademarks of Costa Rica. This glorious tropical resort was the most inspired choice of location and 

venue for Felicity and Andrew’s luxury dream destination wedding. 

We always relish the opportunity to travel to tropical paradise locales to shoot weddings, as the 

possibilities for dazzling and dynamic editorial level photography is endless. The Westin Golf Resort & 

Spa Playa Conchal more than afforded us the opportunity to capture the most inventive and 

breathtaking shots of both Felicity and Andrew’s engagement photo shoot and later wedding. The truly 

magnetic, hard working and warm demeanors of Felicity, Andrew and their guests further fueled our 

ability to plan and capture the most spectacular and innovative editorial wedding shots.  

Felicity and Andrew, we earnestly send you all of our warmest wishes for a truly happy and prosperous 

life together. 

 

PHOTO CAPTIONS: 

Photo #1: We fully took advantage of the astounding sunset overlooking the beachside in this romantic 

shot. The entrancing shoreline and greenery of the beach make this shot simply resplendent.  

Photo #2:The pristine and otherworldly beauty of Costa Rica’s tropical plant life and beaches is fully 

represented in this shot. We cannot think of a more spectacular locale to hold a lovely dream 

destination wedding in. 

Photo #3: One of Felicity and Andrew’s favourite features of the Playa Conchal resort were these 

gorgeous and whimsical intertwining trees in the forest. These trees helped to set the scene for the 

most stunning and ethereal ceremony space. The ceremony space was completed with the addition of 

yellow and pink flowers and crisp white chiffon gracefully and stylishly strewn over the altar. 

Photo #4: This romantic and playful group shot of Felicity, Andrew and their wedding party was an 

immensely creative and enjoyable shot to plan and execute. The hard work and flawless posing of 

Felicity, Andrew and their wedding party resulted in us being able to precisely time and capture the rose 

petals delicately flowing in the wind. 

Photo #5: Felicity and Andrew could not look more in love in this striking beachside shot. Felicity’s long 

and elegant veil gracefully flowing in the wind as she and Andrew gaze lovingly at one another makes for 

an ever so enchanting shot. 



Photo #6: This nighttime mirrored reception shot is effortlessly elegant. We could not have been more 

pleased with how the lighting, water, and all the elements all seamlessly came together to create this 

extraordinarily inventive editorial shot.  

Photo #7: This nighttime shot of Felicity and Andrew is ravishing. We utilized the surrounding rich amber 

lighting, lush shrubbery, and candle filled infinity pool to stage and capture the most romantic and chic 

wedding editorial shot.  

 

 


